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Effective email Marketing 
The New Business Challenge  

Email Marketing Overview 

Most great marketing ideas remain unfulfilled because they are either 

too difficult or expensive to implement. However, the vision of true one 

to one marketing, with organisations adapting their behaviour to suit 

each individual, can most closely be achieved through email marketing. 

 

Email marketing is sometimes perceived by organisations as the poor 

relation of website marketing, advertising or direct sales. Email has 

suffered bad press due to the high proportions of SPAM, plus a gradual 

reduction in email open and click rates. However, every organisation 

should have an effective email strategy as part of their overall marketing 

mix. Email brings many key benefits including low cost, the possibility to 

target each individual with a message base on their interests, plus the 

ability to create awareness and distribute messages to a global audience.   

 

Email systems have ‘come of age’ over the last few years, forming a key 

part of many new business and customer communication strategies. The 

days of standalone email systems used as one-off new business 

campaigns are now being superseded by highly integrated and data and 

content driven email systems. The core challenge that remains with 

email is to create a fully integrated email system linked directly with your 

website and internal new business generation processes and databases.  

 

Managed systematically, with an effective follow-up system to support it, 

the interactive nature of email allows any organisation to gain an instant 

customer response. Modern email systems can be combined with inbuilt 

website response mechanisms and workflow effectively, delivering the 

precise content your customers are most interested in. With an ability to 

build rapid and positive client engagement, email provides a low cost 

mechanism to create direct new business leads with your target clients. 

 

Effective email Marketing  

 

Email systems are increasingly being integrated with websites as a new business generation mechanism. 

Organisations are now able to utilise low cost web based email solutions with a central customer database 

directly linked to their website. These email marketing systems can send out data driven emails at regular 

intervals to defined audiences, via automated response processes, with content from linked online sources.  

 

Emails can be created with specific content for each target audience or from feedback from previous emails, 

with additional content populated from your website or links to product or service data and online documents. 

Integrated database driven emails systems are also able to filter out particular audience groups to receive 

variations of emails in an automated or semi automated process. You can filter out and process the best new 

business leads generated via email and your website, providing sales teams with warm leads to follow up.  
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Best practice email marketing 

Email marketing is often seen as an ‘easy fix’ to get new business, but careful consideration is required to get 

email campaigns right to ensure success. The core principles for email success are relatively simple:  

Creating an effective email marketing strategy requires consideration of the following points  

Decide on your target audience and whether you want to create highly focused or general broadcast emails.     

Clarify the message you wish to communicate, and if you want a single email or a cycle of email messages.      

Decide if you will focus on awareness of your organisation, interest in your services or new business leads.     

Decide on the best and most appropriate ‘call to action’ required from your target email recipients.     

Create a robust and automated email lead management process that feeds your sales process directly.     

Decide how to handle email bounces and create a process to manage email unsubscribes (a legal need).     

 
Once your email marketing strategy is clear the next stage is to consider how you can best develop and deliver 

an effective email marketing system. There are generally three ways to deliver an email marketing solution: 

1) In house email software, creating templates and html emails and broadcast via Exchange or similar. 

2) One of the multiple ‘pay as you go’ online email marketing systems that are available in the market. 

3) A fully integrated email marketing system that is web content driven and has a central contact database. 
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1) In-house email software 

In-house email systems such as Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes are usually satisfactory for an email 

campaign to less than 100 contacts. You will still need to create your html email using products such as 

Dreamweaver or SharePoint Designer. Email systems such as these are generally poor at mass email 

marketing, not least because they cannot handle high email volumes and are not able to easily manage the 

legal requirements of handling email unsubscribe requests. The other challenge is systems such as Microsoft 

Exchange tend to add extra formatting into emails, so that the fonts, layout and formatting of the initial well-

designed email that you have created may not always render correctly once it arrives in a recipient’s inbox. 

 

2) Online third party email marketing systems 

A solution often considered first is the multiple low cost online email marketing systems that are available in 

the market, which provide a short-term solution to the need for a rapid awareness email campaign. These 

systems, such as iContact, MailChimp and Constant Contact, are relatively cheap to set up, relatively low cost 

per email, and easy to use, and can also handle email bounces and unsubscribes. However, in most cases you 

will still need to create each of your html emails from scratch as the built in email templates are limited. As the 

majority of third party online email systems are stand-alone systems, the capability to be integrated into your 

in-house contact database, CRM system or new business sales process is either very limited or not possible. 

 

3) Database and content driven email marketing solutions 

To build an integrated online and long-term profitable relationship with your customers, partners and suppliers, 

a logical conclusion is to integrate your chosen email marketing system with a single centralised contact and 

online content database. This allows you to manage email campaigns without having to duplicate or migrate 

contacts or content. You can also avoid having to maintain and synchronise multiple sets of data in different 

locations and databases. In addition, having your contacts in one central database means you can select 

particular audiences or groups to receive individual emails populated with bespoke content for their needs, and 

by having a range of central email templates you are able to create and manage email campaigns easily and 

respond to leads directly through one central system.  

Clearly a central database driven email marketing strategy will require more initial time and effort than a 

simple email system. However, organisations of all sizes are increasingly recognising the benefits of having a 

long-term integrated email marketing solution at their disposal to improve awareness and develop and process 

high quality new business leads cost effectively. 

 

Creating and managing a successful email campaign 

Once you’ve decided on and implemented your email system, prepared your email data in a structured format 

and created your first email, you then need to decide how your email campaign will be delivered.  

Key considerations to make your first email campaign a success 

 Estimate the level of email response you expect, and review what level your business processes can handle. 

 Decide what is a successful email campaign and whether you use email opens, website clicks or leads. 

 Review if your campaign will go to all the contacts in your database, or if you will request email opt-in first. 

 Decide on your email time plan and how you will manage email bounces and email unsubscribe processes. 

 Set up an email campaign success monitoring process to help ensure you can improve future campaigns. 
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Email campaign purchasing action and event triggers 

When driven from an online database with high quality customer segmentation, email is able to deliver true 

one to one marketing, with each organisation adapting its behaviour to suit each individual as follows: 

 Emails can reach a global audience 24 / 7 / 365 (but bear in mind when emails are best received). 

 Most email systems allow emails to be delivered immediately or at an optimum predetermined time. 

 Almost all email responses can be automated from personalisation to campaign call to action triggers. 

 

Examples of email campaign call to action triggers 

If you are an insurance company then the month of your customer’s renewal will drive 

virtually all email marketing activity. In addition, you call to action triggers may give you a 

valuable insight into what your customers are likely to want. For example, if a customer you 

know has house insurance has downloaded a brochure about covering themselves for 

health insurance, this is a direct lead or opportunity for a new business team to call them 

about health insurance. Alternatively, if they have visited your web page link about moving 

house, this again gives you a valuable insight into the fact that a house move is likely to 

involve a change to their buildings insurance or an upgraded contents insurance policy. 

 

Using customer responses to emails to create an automated email campaign process 

To many marketers the goal of all successful direct marketing is the ability to know and respond directly to 

customer needs, wants and behaviour, giving the illusion of a personal response via automated emails. 

Whilst this may appear somewhat ‘big 

brother’, most consumers expect this and 

respond positively to organisations that 

show they know the type of customer 

they are, what products and services they 

currently have, how they have reacted to 

previous messages and are able to help 

them with their likely future purchases.  

Email response insights can be built into 

an automated campaign cycle that covers 

almost every eventuality to offer benefits 

for both you and your target consumers.  

The result is marketers deliver intelligent data-driven email campaigns with minimal production costs, and 

consumers receive messages that are relevant to their situation and that help with future purchasing decisions.  

email campaign and response process checklist 

 Ensure you have clearly defined the key triggers for purchase of your products and can capture them in a database. 

 Decide what want to communicate to potential customers at each stage in their purchasing or decision process. 

 Review incentives you could offer to encourage customers to renew, purchase or buy other products or services.  

 Set up a simple email process initially and monitor response rates. Test different messages, offers and timings. 

 Create automated email response processes to trigger from email offers and responses, web links and downloads. 
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Other email system considerations 

 
Whilst it is often not the first consideration, it needs to be borne in mind that maintaining an ongoing email 

campaign with any volume of potential customers is likely to require a member of staff dedicated to email 

marketing. You will also need a reasonable associated email marketing budget for both headcount and email 

distribution. When deciding on the best email method, you also should consider the following requirements: 

 Ensure you have your contact and email data in a highly structured format in a central database. 

 Establish a central technology and business process infrastructure to run integrated email campaigns. 

 Create a template, database and content driven email marketing system and workflow response process. 

 

Email system example - Constant Contact email system benefits 

Email campaigns run through one of the many online providers such as iContact or Constant Contact are highly 

cost-effective (see example email costs in the Appendix). 

1. Accessible by anyone online through a dedicated user account and password. 

2. Removes email contact duplicates directly within the email system. 

3. Provides a recommended ‘opt-in’ email address system should this be required. 

4. Allows users to unsubscribe directly to the email system, with editable online subscription panel. 

5. Provides a customisable ‘send to a friend’ feature that enables people to forward the email to a colleague.  

6. Maintains all of your email addresses centrally online in dedicated email send groups. 

7. Provides reporting facilities against each email you create, so you can monitor each email’s success. 

8. Allows you to track who has opened emails, and who has clicked to web page or other links you provide. 

9. Tracks everyone who goes through to your website contact form or downloads linked documents. 

10. Email distribution paid monthly, usually by card, based on the number of email contacts each month.  

Note: (8) and (9) allow you to provide a telemarketing or sales team with weekly ‘hot” leads from a limited 

number of people interested enough to click through to your selected online links.  

 

Creating email templates 

Whilst some email providers offer a range of email templates designed to cover most client requirements, they 

inevitably have some shortcomings. Not the least of these is a difficulty in providing a cohesive brand image as 

built in templates are often unable to directly match the client’s website home page or all the requirements of 

corporate branding.  

For this reason most clients choose to go to an email template design specialist to create a range of initial 

templates for them that they can then make minor amends to in-house over time as required. 

Once the email templates are set up by an email marketing specialist, the campaigns are able to be managed 

by a client in house on an ongoing basis, with the only requirement being an occasional need for basic 

FrontPage or SharePoint Designer and html skills to create and revise future email templates. 
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Example results for a campaign of 10,000 emails 

Based on B2B technology solution email campaigns run in 2009, typical results would be: 

 Emails broadcast 10,000 Emails sent out by the email system 

 Email bounces * 4,000 Firewall block, wrong address etc I.e. 6,000 emails received 

 Email opens # 1,000 1,000 / 6,000 received I.e. 17% of emails actually received 

 Click through links 100 10% of the 100 who opened the email 

 Email leads 10 Direct prospects likely to contact you for a meeting or direct sale 

* Typical for an initial campaign - bounced emails can be removed for future email campaigns.  

# Includes those who open and unsubscribe (removed from future emails by most systems). 

 

Questions to consider prior to defining an email campaign: 

1. What are the key aims of the email campaign? (any combination of the points listed below) 

a. Increase awareness of your organisation within your target audience 

b. Drive sales of a product or service 

c. Drive potential clients and purchasers to your website 

d. Drive clients to your website response form or prompt them to contact you online 

e. Drive direct inbound phone calls e.g. to a customer service team  

f. Promote a time based event e.g. product launch, seminar or event 

g. Promote a product, a promotional offer or a business service offer 

2. What is the target for the campaign?  

a. Define a strict geographical area for any email contacts e.g. within 2 hours travel 

b. Define the industries, sectors or SIC codes that you wish to target e.g. Public Sector 

c. Define the size of organisation your product or service appeals to e.g. staff, turnover 

d. Define the role(s) of likely contacts that are likely to be interested e.g. MD, CEO, FD 

3. Define the best email format for your message  

a. Single or two column email (the latter is more usual) 

b. Informational email with web page links (all can be tracked in the email system) 

c. Newsletter format – UK wide news, industry news, product launches etc 

d. Promotional offers e.g. product or service launch offer, discounts, time based offers 

e. Promotion of an event, seminar, exhibition or product launch 

f. All email should have a ‘all to action’ to encourage direct leads and client responses 

g. Links to collateral, case studies, research, product guides, quotes, white papers etc 

4. Define how your website and online form links will be monitored e.g. website stats and logs 

5. Email follow-up methodology defined for any responses or leads or meeting requests etc 

6. Email design guidelines and graphics the email needs to include to meet brand guidelines  

7. Email collateral requirements – fact sheets, case studies, web page links, white papers etc 

8. A decision on the frequency of emails and who will create the email content is also key 
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Ensuring email campaign best practice 

Suggested email best practice guidelines 

 email campaigns should be ‘opt-in’ based, meaning sending an initial email to your contacts to get them to agree to 

future email contact from you, before you send out your first email campaign. 

 Consider email size and layout carefully and ensure it is well laid out to make it a sensible size on-screen. 

 The best time for emails is Tuesday to Thursday, between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. (avoid Monday and Friday) 

 Don’t send emails out too regularly. A good guideline is that once a month per contact is most suitable. 

 The ‘from’ line and email ‘title’ are the most important parts of the email. Use a real name to appear on the ‘from’ 

line and an email ‘title’ that is short, succinct and relevant to the email ‘call to action’ (CTA). 

 Most email CTAs aim to get recipients to click to relevant web content, with any leads driven from there. 

 Your title line should grab attention and appeal to your target audience. To avoid your email getting treated like 

spam the title should be less than 30 characters. Avoid ‘free’, ‘money’, £, !, and capitals  

 Review success of opens and clicks from each email campaign and change titles and content as required. 

 Most email campaigns get an ‘open’ rate of 10% to 30%, depending on content and contacts.  

Web ‘click’ rates also vary, depending on the email campaign, but a guideline is between 1% and 3%. 

 All email unsubscribe requests should be dealt with immediately or automated, to avoid legal issues. 

 Keep your email list up to date and ensure that all email contacts are contacted and reviewed regularly. 

The tables below show an example of how underlying B2B email campaign data could be selected 

1) Geography Select 2) UK Businesses by Size Enterprises Employment Turnover T/over per head

'Thousands £m £ per '000

Tier 1 London All postcode areas Size Number All enterprises 4,679,080 22,734 2,794,684 £123

E, EC, EN, HA, IL, N, NW, RM, Sole Traders 3,460,360 3,774 222,382 £59

SE, SW, TW, UB, W, WC, WD All employers (Micro +) 1,218,720 18,961 2,572,303 £136

Tier 2 Adjoining counties East Sussex Micro 1,019,295    2-4 811,700 2,313 243,235 £105

Kent    5-9 207,595 1,450 169,976 £117

Surrey SME 166,820    10-19 111,165 1,541 176,328 £114

West Sussex    20-49 55,655 1,724 233,663 £136

Tier 2A Up to 100km from Berkshire SMB 26,690    50-99 17,145 1,191 166,758 £140

Main office Buckinghamshire    100-199 7,950 1,106 158,525 £143

Hampshire    200-249 1,595 356 69,424 £195

Hertfordshire Large 5,920    250-499 3,000 1,045 213,669 £204

Middlesex    500 or more 2,920 8,234 1,140,726 £139

Oxfordshire

Tier 2B 100 to 150km from Bedfordshire 3) UK Market Sectors - core
Main office Cambridgeshire Private Sector Select Public Sector Number Select

Essex Retail Central Government

Northamptonshire Services Government Agencies 260

Nottinghamshire Manufacturing Councils (County, Borough, District) 650

Dorset Finance Health

Somerset Communications Education (schools, colleges, universities etc)

West Midlands Utilities and energy Fire

Wiltshire IT and computing Police Authorities 45

Tier 3 Midlands, East Staffordshire Criminal Justice

and South West Leicestershire IT Sector Select IT sector Select IT sector Select

Lincolnshire Computer Dealer Computer Training Programming Services

Norfolk Computer VAR's Networking Services IT Manufacturer

Suffolk Systems Integrator Hardware Maintenance Computer Peripherals

Gloucestershire Computer Retail Outlet Computer Consultants Internet Service Providers

Warwickshire Computer Distributor Software Publisher BS5750 Accredited

Tier 4 Major Cities Liverpool & St. Helens System Assembly

Manchester & Salford

Leeds UK Businesses Staff > 1-49 1-49 50-249 250+

Cardiff and Swansea by region Type > Sole Traders Micro / SME SMB Large

United Kingdom 4,679,080 3,460,360 1,186,115 26,690 5,920

Tier 5 North Cheshire 73.95% 25.35% 0.57% 0.13% Select

Derbyshire England 4,060,155 N/A 25.0% 0.6% 0.1%

Nottinghamshire Wales 194,560 N/A 27.4% 0.6% 0.1%

Yorkshire Scotland 292,330 N/A 28.1% 0.7% 0.1%

Lancashire Northern Ireland 132,040 N/A 28.0% 0.7% 0.1%

Teeside North East 133,620 N/A 26.6% 0.7% 0.1%

Durham North West 444,150 N/A 28.2% 0.7% 0.1%

Tyneside Yorkshire and the Humber 349,930 N/A 26.0% 0.7% 0.1%

North Lincolnshire East Midlands 327,300 N/A 26.1% 0.6% 0.1%

West Midlands 376,315 N/A 27.2% 0.6% 0.1%

Tier 6 Wales Herefordshire East of England 512,455 N/A 23.4% 0.5% 0.1%

Monmouthshire through London 757,685 N/A 21.1% 0.5% 0.2%

 to Swansea South East 740,785 N/A 24.3% 0.5% 0.1%

South West 417910 N/A 27.6% 0.5% 0.1%  
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Database driven audience targeting 

Email marketing is all about getting the right message across to the right group of contacts at the right time. 

Having all your contacts in one database is obviously a good start in terms of managing contact data and as a 

central source to base your email campaign on. However, unless you can review, analyse and segment your 

contact database in multiple ways, your email campaign focus is likely only to provide general awareness for 

email recipients. To create genuine audience targeted emails it is essential to be able to select specific 

audience groups to receive bespoke content that is most likely to match their individual interests and needs.  

Being able to segment your data and then combine the data selected with a template driven email system 

means you can select an email design, title header, content, offers, website links and email Call To Action 

(CTA) that is directly suited to the interests of each group you segment. Having the ability to select who and 

what emails you send to each audience group will also inevitably increase both email open rates and click-

through rates. This means more awareness, more leads and more business for less effort. 

Example of email audience targeting 

A technology sector organisation has different levels of partners depending on their size and type, in order to 

encourage them to sell individual or related groups of products across the globe. Each partner level needs a 

specific focus and different types of product offer directly related to each partner level’s size and sales 

capability. A further complication is that each partner level needs to receive a different email depending on 

their local language, creating over 20 different permutations of email and language content. 

A modern template and data driven email marketing system should be able to deal with this scenario by 

holding email templates within a web content management system. In addition, the task of selecting each 

partner group based on their partner level and location is relatively simple for a database driven contact 

system. The essential requirement is a well structured and up to date contact database that is directly 

integrated with your email marketing system, in order to maximise the benefits from any email responses. 

The first essential is to be able to ‘query’ your master database in your email system to select each partner 

group to receive an email based on the data field of ‘partner level’ stored in the database. The ‘country’ field in 

the database is also selected to dictate the language used in the content within the email.  

The second requirement is to define ‘rules’ within the email system that dictate exactly what content should go 

into each part of the email template, including email headers, images and text in the local recipients’ language. 

The third requirement is an integral email Content Management System that can manage and store the 

images, text and content needed for all the individual emails that are due to be sent out (in this case, over 20). 

The fourth requirement is an effective email broadcast 

system that can handle thousands or even tens of 

thousands of emails at a time, with the ability to track 

email bounces, opens, website clicks and automatically 

take care of unsubscribes. 

The fifth, and probably most important requirement, is the 

ability to be able to report on the success of each email. 

Finding out what each partner level responds to best, and 

in each country, is an essential part of email campaign 

monitoring. This helps ensure each email campaign, email 

design and product offer is tailored and improved for each 

audience group on an ongoing basis.  
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Closing new business leads effectively from email campaigns 

 

The approach to generating new business varies depending on organisational needs, size and the industry 

sector they operate in. For organisations in the Public Sector and NGOs, for example, their aim is simply to 

gain awareness of what they do and the services they can provide. In the commercial sector there is generally 

a more ‘hard-nosed’ approach and, for most of these organisations, their aim is to generate an ongoing 

pipeline of suitable new business opportunities and leads that they have a reasonable chance of closing. 

 

Whilst larger organisations have the time, resources and budgets to be able to build an end-to-end new 

business generation and sales closing process, until recently this has been beyond the reach of most medium 

sized organisations with 50 to 500 employees (SMBs) and smaller enterprises (SMEs) with 10 to 50 employees. 

A fully integrated approach to online new business generation 

 

Many organisations run their new business generation processes using a combination of online and offline 

systems. These systems can include database management, websites, web content management, online 

forms, email marketing, CRM systems, product catalogues, eCommerce and online trading systems. If these 

systems are not properly integrated in any meaningful way, this causes challenges in managing the multiplicity 

of data and information required to make new business processes run successfully across your organisation. 

Benefits of a fully integrated data and workflow driven new business process  

 One centralised data-driven solution to manage, control and maintain all new business leads and processes. 

 A robust and long-term approach to new business generation, with reduced costs of each opportunity.  

 New business generation workflow to ensure each and every profitable lead is filtered and followed up. 

 Integrated business lead generation, pipelines and processes aid marketing campaign and sales reporting. 

 

A fully integrated approach makes new business 

generation processes more efficient and cost effective. A 

relatively small amount of additional cost, time and 

effort can also integrate disparate systems into one 

effective web based new business generation solution. 

This can enable your marketing teams to create new 

business campaigns rapidly and your sales team to 

access information they need regarding their new 

business leads over the web. Your customers and 

partners can also see the marketing information relevant 

to them, via focused email marketing with web page links.  

 

The combination of the increasing power of the web and modern email technology suppliers enables smaller 

organisations to create a secure, web based new business process that is driven by email. Processes can be 

integrated directly with your website and emails driven via central data, content and contact management. 

 

Primary benefits of integrating your contact data with web content management online 

 Ease of maintaining the latest information online, avoiding multiple and out of date information sources. 

 Reuse website content throughout your organisation, with partners and in email marketing campaigns.  

 Integrated website, intranet and extranet solutions to directly target content to individual audience groups. 
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Summary 

 

There are many practical solutions to the multiple challenges arising in creating and implementing an effective 

email strategy. Email marketing allows organisations to gain an almost instant response and the ability to build 

a rapid and positive engagement with target customers. If you are clear about what you want to achieve with 

email and who your ideal customer groups are, you will be able to create a strategy to target and 

communicate with them and ultimately transform them into active long-term customers.  

 

Combined with your email strategy you need a suitable email system, expert business and technical support 

and access to email experts who will work with you in a long-term partnership to help your organisation grow 

and remain profitable. Get the email strategy right, get the email technology right, get the email expertise right 

and the customer contact right, and you are well on the way to making the most of email.  

 

Five key focus areas to help define your best approach to your website and online strategy 

Employ a suitable level of technology, consulting and web expertise to develop your site effectively.  

Define and target your primary customer groups and create and target specific online content.  

Use email systems proactively and effectively to generate a steady flow of new business leads.  

Employ search engine marketing and SEO strategies to get your site noticed and drive web visitors.  

Create an end-to-end new business process, ideally integrated and driven through your website.  

 

An integrated approach to email marketing creates a more consistent and professional approach to your 

customers and makes your whole website strategy and implementation, email and new business generation 

process more efficient and cost effective. This approach also enables many organisations to create an edge 

over their competitors, probably the most important factor in the current challenging economic climate. 

 

Appendix – example email system broadcast costs 

Email Volume 

Level

Emails per 

month*

Constant Contact 

Monthly Cost

iContact Monthly 

Cost

Lowest Annual 

Cost #

Free Trial 0 - 100 Free Free Free

1 100 - 500 $15 $10 £75

2 501 - 2,500 $30 $14 £105

iContact only 1,000 - 2,500 $19 £143

3 2,501 - 5,000 $50 $29 £218

4 5,001 - 10,000 $75 $47 £353

5 10,001 - 25,000 $150 $74 £555

iContact only 15,000 - 25,000 $109 £818

6 25,001 - 50,000 $250 $149 £1,118

iContact only 35,000 - 50,000 $239 £1,793

7 50,000 - 75,000 $350 $379 £2,625

iContact only 75001 - 100,000 $529 £3,968

iContact only 100,000+ $699 £5,243
 

* Maximum number of email contacts in the Constant Contact database in any one month 

# Current exchange rate is $1.60 to £1.00
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About KB Consultants 

 

With a client focused and web solutions led approach, KB Consultants has been providing eMarketing, 

marketing and new business consulting and advice for over a decade. KB Consultants work in partnership to 

help clients improve their web solutions, online communication and operational efficiency and to generate 

effective new business from the web. Our expert online strategy consulting is backed by technology expertise 

combined with creative and technical skills and a proven project process methodology.  

 

Contact KB Consultants 

 

For more information about this white paper, or to discuss how KBC can help you implement your own 

effective email strategy, email Andrew Kerry-Bedell at KB Consultants at a.kb@live.co.uk or call 07899 741939. 
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